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By Hank Shteamer

Continuum Publishing Corporation, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This is an in-depth study of a pivotal moment in Ween s development, as
they became one of the world s most endearing, and enduring, cult bands. In 1993, the scruffy,
pointedly silly Pennsylvania duo Ween appeared to be just another alt-rock also-ran enjoying its
five minutes of post-Nirvana MTV fame. But currently the band presides over one of pop music s
most devoted cult fan bases, complete with feverish bootlegging, copious online message boards,
a string of Billboard 200 albums and sold-out three-hour-plus shows nationwide. How did such a
seemingly frivolous project evolve into a genuine American institution? The answer might lie in
1994 s Chocolate and Cheese. The album marked the first time Ween set aside its low-budget
home-recording style in favor of entering a bona fide studio. Sporting a lusher sound though still
retaining the insular oddness that had made the band s early work so charming, Chocolate and
Cheese reassured die-hard fans and started Aaron Freeman and Mickey Melchiondo on their way to
becoming posthippie folk heroes. Hank Shteamer speaks to the band, producer Andrew Weiss and
many others in an...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of my personal favorite publication. Indeed, it is actually perform, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way which is merely soon after i finished reading this book where really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Neal Homenick IV-- Neal Homenick IV

It in a single of my favorite publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Your life period will probably be transform once you total
looking at this book.
-- Janie Schultz I-- Janie Schultz I
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